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Roxton

Champlain

Liano

Lotis

The Roxton distinguishes itself through its simplicity, its smooth texture, and its elongated length. 
Its versatility means it can be used on a variety of commercial or residential projects.

The Champlain Brick can be installed to create a textured look to the exterior of your home. 
It can be paired as a siding to the Capitale Stone in order to create a luxurious look at an affordable price.

The Liano brick has a textured surface. It can be paired with the Lugano Stone, as a brick for the side 
of the home since it has a similar style and texture. This product has a width of 3 9/16 inch.
Also available in 1 1/4 inch thin veneer stone.

The Lotis Brick was created to be paired with the Lorado Stone in order to give an overall zen look 
to the entire exterior of the home. This product has a width of 3 9/16 inch.
Also available in 1 1/2 inch thin veneer stone.

The Normadie brick has a smooth surface. This product has a width of 3 9/16 inch.
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Colors
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Romania

The Romania has unique properties such as its bright, and variety of colors as well as its large size. 
This brick can be combined with any of Rinox’s masonry stones as a siding or can be simply installed alone.
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Oxford

Architectural

Capitale

The Oxford stone represents the perfect combination of modern and innovative. 
It stands out due to it clean lines, smooth texture and natural looking colors. 
This stone has a width of 3 9/16 inches.

This innovative and modern stone is popular for its simplicity and easy-to-install properties. 
Created in order to be used in construction and renovation projects, Rinox’s Architectural Stone 
will surely add an original and professional look to all commercial or residential designs. 
Available Formats : 4×24, 8×16, 8×24 and 12×24

This Rinox product was added to the Masonry collection as an affordable alternative to its sister stone, 
the Lugano Stone. The Capitale Stone, with its unique texture is surely to suit your masonry needs. 
Product can be installed using the Capitale Contour stone and the Capitale Angular stone.
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Capitale Angular

Capitale Contour

The Angular stone was created to facilitate the installation of angular corner pieces 
in the outside architecture of a home.
Matches with the Capitale Stone.

The Capitale contour stone is the perfect finishing touch to your project. Surround your windows 
and/or garage with the contour stone to match the rest of the stone on your home.
Matches with the Capitale Stone.
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Urban and modern, Rinox’s Lima stone harmonizes perfectly with current architectural trends. 
This product has a width of 3 9/16 inch.
Also available in 1 1/2 inch thin veneer stone.

Rinox innovates to offer the newest and most natural looking product on the market 
with the Londana Stone. This innovative stone adds prestige and distinction to any home. 
This product has a width of 3 9/16 inch. Also available in 1 1/2 inch thin veneer stone.

The Lorado stone differentiates itself by its zen, modern and popular look. 
Inspired by contemporary architecture, this stone siding will add a touch of elegance to your home.
This product has a width of 3 9/16 inch. Also available in 1 1/2 inch thin veneer stone.
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Lugano

Lugano Angular

Lugano Contour

This innovative stone has dominated the masonry market ever since its introduction. 
The Lugano Stone’s immense popularity is due to its close resemblance to natural stone, 
its various sizes and its realistic colors. Inspired by nature, this stone is surely one to envy. 
This product has a width of 3 5/8 inch. Also available in 1 1/2 inch thin veneer stone.

Easily install stone on angular corners with the Lugano Angular stone.
Matches with the Lugano Stone.

Create accents and/or contour your windows with the Lugano Contour.
Matches with the Lugano Stone
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Lotis & Lotis Grande

Novello

The Lotis brick can also be installed with the Lotis Grande to create a contemporary, 
stone look on its own.

The Novello stone is distinguished by its versatility. It is both modern and traditional, 
and can adapt to all styles.
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